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Magnetized implosions driven by intense ion beams
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Intense beams of heavy ions, envisaged for the near future at the Institute for Theoretical and
Experimental Physics~Moscow! and Gesellschaft fu¨r Schwerionenforschung~Darmstadt!, will be
well suited for conducting implosion experiments in cylindrical geometry. In such implosions, the
initial pressure generated by the direct beam heating can be enhanced by more than a factor of 10.
If, in addition, an external magnetic field is introduced, the effect of magnetothermal insulation may
allow to reach kilovolt temperatures and significant thermonuclear neutron yields in magnetized
implosions driven by the beam heating intensities as low asė.1 TW/g. It is shown how the
combined effect of the electrical resistivity and thermal conductivity sets a lower limit on the
productUR ~R is the radius, andU is the velocity of an imploding plasma volume! as a necessary
condition for the regime of self-sustained magnetized implosion~SSMI!. The optimal plasma
parameters required for initiation of this regime are evaluated. In cylindrical geometry, the threshold
for the SSMI regime is determined by the total driver energy deposition per unit areal density of the
cylinder, r21udEb /dzu (kJ cm2/g). The results of one-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic
simulations indicate that the advantages of magnetized implosions begin to manifest themselves at
a beam energy level ofEb'100 kJ. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S1070-664X~00!01911-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Once intense beams of heavy ions become available1–3

they will offer a new way of generating high energy dens
states in matter. On the one hand, experiments with ion-b
generated plasmas can be considered as a first step to
controlled fusion driven by heavy ion beams. On the ot
hand, due to special features of the energy deposition me
nism by fast ions, such experiments can make a contribu
of their own to fundamental plasma physics research.

In the simplest case, a quasicylindrical plasma volu
can be created by focusing an ion beam onto a unifo
sample. The peak pressure and temperature values tha
be attained in this way and the ensuing hydrodynamic m
tion have been analyzed recently by Tahiret al.4,5 for realis-
tic beam parameters of the heavy ion synchrotron at the
sellschaft fu¨r Schwerionenforschung~GSI! in Darmstadt
~Germany!. In such simple experiments, if one aims at mat
states with maximum concentration of energy, hydrodyna
expansion plays a negative role by weakening the pres
and temperature peaks in irradiated targets. At the same t
hydrodynamic flow in a converging geometry can be e
ployed to enhance the initial energy concentration created
the beam heating. In this paper we examine the possibilit
using cylindrical implosions in combination with the effe
of magnetic insulation to achieve maximum possible pr
sures and temperatures in the compressed plasma co
along the target axis.

The cylindrical symmetry of hydrodynamic motio
arises naturally in experiments with energetic ions (Ei /Ai

a!On leave from the Institute for Theoretical and Experimental Phys
Moscow, Russian Federation; electronic mail: basko@vitep5.itep.ru
4571070-664X/2000/7(11)/4579/11/$17.00
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*0.5– 1 GeV/u) envisaged for the future facilities at the I
stitute for Theoretical and Experimental Physics~ITEP! in
Moscow ~Russia!1 and at the GSI.2,3 Such ions can be fo-
cused on a circular spot of a submillimeter diameter a
have a multimillimeter range even in the most dense mat
als, thus creating a long cylindrical channel of heated ma
in a target. As specific examples, we quote the paramete
the TeraWatt Accumulator~TWAC! beam at ITEP,1 Ni

51.231013 ions of 59Co127 with the kinetic energy of
Ei /Ai50.7 GeV/u and the total beam energy ofEb[NiEi

'100 kJ, and those of the High-current Accumulator Ri
~HAR! proposed for the future GSI synchrotron,3 Ni51012

ions of 131Xe154 with the kinetic energy of Ei /Ai

51.1 GeV/u and the total beam energy ofEb'20 kJ. Within
10% accuracy, these two beams have equal stopping ra
of ^r l & i'30 g/cm2 in solid gold, and̂ r l & i'15 g/cm2 in gas-
eous ~1 atm! deuterium. When we take the correspondi
values of the focal spot radius,r foc50.8–1.0 mm for the
TWAC beam1 andr foc50.4 mm for the HAR beam,3 we cal-
culate essentially the same value of the specific energy d
sition,

e5
1

pr foc
2

Ni

r UdEi

dzU
z50

' H100 kJ/g in gold,
200 kJ/g in deuterium, ~1!

for both cases. HereEi5Ei(z) is the energy of individual
ions as a function of the coordinatez along the beam trajec
tory. Hydrodynamic consistency between the above val
of e and r foc sets a limit on the ion pulse durationtp

&(100 ns)(r foc/1 mm), which agrees reasonably well wit
the capabilities of the ion bunch compression technique1–3
,

9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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The specific driver energy deposition~1! is used as a refer
ence value in all the hydrodynamic and magnetohydro
namic ~MHD! simulations discussed below.

Magnetized cylindrical implosions of hydrogen-isoto
plasma columns have been discussed previously in the
text of ultrahigh magnetic field generation in gas-puff
pinches,6,7 and with imploded metallic liners.8 The quality of
the magnetic field confinement was characterized by con
ling the corresponding magnetic Reynolds values Rm. Ho
ever, to the author’s knowledge, the parametric analysis
magnetized implosions has never been carried out in su
way as to single out the regime of self-sustained magnet
implosion~SSMI! and to derive the necessary condition~17!
for reaching this regime. This latter condition originates fro
simultaneous constraints on the magnetic Reynolds and
Péclet numbers of a magnetized plasma volume compres
by a liner. The SSMI regime is, of course, of critical impo
tance for the concept of magnetized target fusion~MTF!,
although its comprehensive parametric analysis is missin
the published work on MTF~see Ref. 9 and reference
therein!. The SSMI conditions derived in this paper shou
provide a useful guidance when one is exploring the la
parameter space of the MTF targets.

II. PRESSURE PEAK ENHANCEMENT IN
CYLINDRICAL IMPLOSIONS

The imploding configuration that we consider here
shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a metallic tube~liner! filled
with a low-density deuterium gas, which is referred to
thermonuclear fuel. The initial inner and outer liner radii a
respectively,R0 andRl0 . We assume that fast ions propaga
along the cylinder axis and heat matter uniformly inside
focal radiusr foc during the pulse of durationtp at a constant
rate,

FIG. 1. Schematic view of a cylindrical target for implosion experime
with ion beams. The implosion is driven by an annular beam irradiatin
gold liner layer atr foc0,r ,r foc .
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ė5H 1.0S 100 ns

tp
D TW/g in gold,

2.0S100 ns

tp
D TW/g in deuterium,

~2!

which corresponds to the total energy deposition ofe5100
kJ/g in gold.

To check the uniformity of the ion energy depositio
along the cylinder length under realistic experimental con
tions, a separate one-dimensional~1-D! run has been per
formed for stopping of the 1.1 GeV/u Xe ions in the plan
parallel geometry. The ion fluence was fixed at a value
Ni /(pr foc

2 ) for Ni51012 and r foc50.4 mm. The pulse dura
tion was set artificially short,tp50.1 ns, in order to avoid
complications due to the hydrodynamic expansion. The
sulting temperature and pressure profiles along the ion
jectory at the end of the ion pulset5tp are shown in Fig. 2
for three different target materials. For gold and copper, n
mal initial densities were assumed, deuterium was simula
at r051023 g/cm3. Figure 2 demonstrates that the ion e
ergy deposition is uniform to within 10% along the initia
60%–70% of the range, which corresponds to a*1 cm long
cylinder of gold, and to an almost 2 cm long cylinder
copper. The double-hump structure of the Bragg peak in g
and copper is caused by the specific temperature depend
of the ion stopping power in dense plasmas inherent in
stopping model used for the present calculations and
cussed in detail in Ref. 10. From this figure one learns a
that the highest pressure in static matter is achieved
high-Z materials with the highest initial density. This e
plains why gold was chosen as the target material for sim
lations discussed below.

In this work we distinguish between two different cas
of target irradiation, which correspond to two different im
plosion patterns. The simplest configuration, referred to
the case of exploding pusher, is realized with a unifo
beam profile, when the ion current fills the entire beam cr
section at 0,r ,r foc . The gaseous cavity is then implode
by the hot metallic vapor of the unloading inner edge of t

a

FIG. 2. Pressure and temperature profiles along the trajectory of 1.1 G
Xe ions in three different target materials after a short pulse with the i
diation intensity of 231014 ions/cm2.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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heated liner. The second case of cold pusher requires a
low ~annular! ion beam, which heats the liner material on
in the annular regionr foc0,r ,r foc . Again, we assume tha
the heating rate in this region is given by Eq.~2!. In this case
the cavity is imploded by the cold inner portion of the lin
originally at R0,r ,r foc0, which is accelerated inward b
heated matter atr foc0,r ,r foc . Note that, while the inner
R(t), and the outer,Rl(t), edges of the liner move, th
boundaries of the energy deposition region,r foc0 and r foc ,
remain fixed. There may be different methods of creat
hollow beams by either an appropriate target design or b
manipulations, but we do not discuss them in this paper.

Figure 3 shows the peak pressure values attained on
cylinder axis in 1-D hydrodynamic simulations when the im
ploding liner is halted by the compressed cavity gas. In th
simulations, the focal spot radius was fixed atr foc50.4 mm,
while the pulse durationtp was varied. The three case
shown in Fig. 3 have been realized by assigning the follo
ing target proportions:~a! solid Au sample:R05r foc050,
Rl051.5r foc ; ~b! exploding Au pusher: r foc050, R0

50.7r foc , Rl051.5r foc ; and ~c! cold Au pusher: R0

50.55r foc , r foc050.6r foc , Rl051.5r foc . The effect of pres-
sure enhancement due to the hydrodynamic cumulatio
the converging flow is demonstrated by comparing the ca
~b! and ~c! with the reference case~a!.

First of all note that, if the cavity atr ,R0 were void and
the imploding liner material obeyed the laws of ideal hyd
dynamics, the pressure on the cylinder axis at the time
void closure would be infinite.11 In reality, the central pres
sure peak is always finite because of the initial gas fill a
dissipation processes in the converging flow. Intuitively, it
clear that in the limit of large convergence ratios,Cr@1, the
peak pressurePmax must be insensitive to the properties a
the initial state of the fill gas: it should be determined sol
by the liner configuration, energy deposition in the liner, a
the value ofCr . Here the radial convergence ratioCr is
defined for the gas/metal~D/Au! interface,

FIG. 3. Peak pressure values on the target axis versus ion pulse duratiotp .
The beam specific energy deposition and its focal radius are fixed, res
tively, at e5100 kJ/g andr foc50.4 mm. Two implosion configurations~b!
and~c! ~see the text! are compared with the simplest case~a! of solid sample
irradiation.
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Cr5
R~0![R0

R~ tmax!
, ~3!

wheretmax is the time when the pressure atr 50 reaches its
peak valuePmax.

The main conclusion from Fig. 3 is that the pressu
enhancement factor has modest values of 1.2–1.5 in the
of an exploding pusher, and becomes as high as 10
larger in the case of a cold pusher. Our simulations indic
also that the peak pressure obtained with the explod
pusher is virtually independent ofCr when Cr.10; for a
cold pusher, on the contrary, it increases noticeably withCr .
At this stage, it would be premature to fix any upper limit f
realistic values ofCr in these types of implosions. Trying no
to set unjustified limits, we assume tentatively that any va
of Cr&100 might be feasible. When calculating the curv
~b! and ~c! in Fig. 3, the initial fill gas parametersr0 , T0

were adjusted such as to keep theCr values in the range
20&Cr&40: ~b! r05331024 g/cm3, T051 eV, full brems-
strahlung and conduction losses;~c! r05331024 g/cm3,
T055 eV, adiabatic compression of the fill gas. With the
parameters, the values ofCr varied betweenCr530 for tp

5200 ns andCr540 for tp51 ns in case~b!, and between
Cr524 for tp5200 ns andCr542 for tp51 ns in case~c!.

In view of clear advantages offered by implosions with
cold pusher, we consider only this case in what follows. T
geometric target proportions used in all subsequent sim
tions are those given for the case~c! above. As a precaution
against the Rayleigh–Taylor instability at the pushe
absorber interfacer 5r foc0, the initial aspect ratio of the cold
pusher,Ap5r foc0 /(r foc02R0)512, is chosen to be not too
high ~for more details see Sec. IV D!.

III. QUASIADIABATIC COMPRESSION OF THE
CENTRAL GAS

Let us assume for the moment that the deuterium ga
the central cavity has uniform temperature and density
tributions and implodes quasiadiabatically. Then, its para
eters would scale as

r5r0Cr
2, rR5~rR!0Cr , T5T0Cr

4/3, ~4!

with the radial convergence ratioCr . Hence, with an initial
preheat ofT0.20– 30 eV one could reach temperatures
the keV range and generate significant amounts of ther
nuclear neutrons in quasiadiabatic implosions withCr*30.
The main question addressed in this paper is under w
conditions and how close can one approach this regime
using the effect of magnetothermal insulation.

The principal energy loss mechanisms from the fu
plasma under the conditions of interest are the bremsst
lung radiation and the electron heat conduction. For a q
siadiabatic implosion, the ratio of the bremsstrahlung cool
time scalet f f to the hydrodynamic time scaleth ,

G f f[
t f f

th
52.031029Ā

UTkeV
1/2

rR
}

T0
1/2

~rR!0
UCr

21/3, ~5!

c-
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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scales only weakly withCr . Hence, the bremsstrahlun
cooling can be brought down by choosing a sufficiently lo
initial value of the fuelrR. In Eq. ~5!, Ā is the mean atomic
mass of the hydrogen-isotope plasma,U5udR/dtu is the im-
plosion velocity,TkeV is the fuel temperature in keV; we us
the CGS units in all the practical formulas. Specific deta
on definitions oft f f and th are given in the Appendix.

The role of the heat conduction losses is characteri
by the Pe´clet number,

Pe[
tcc

th
5

neUR

k
, ~6!

where tcc is the time scale for conduction cooling,k is the
heat conduction coefficient,ne is the electron number densit
in a fully ionized plasma of hydrogen isotopes~for details
see the Appendix!. Clearly, in quasiadiabatic implosions w
must have Pe@1. In the nonmagnetized case we can use
Spitzer conductivity,k5ke}T5/2, which yields the scaling

Pe}
~rR!0

T0
5/2 UCr

27/3, ~7!

for quasiadiabatic implosions. This scaling tells us that, e
when we start with Pe@1, the Pe´clet number decreases ra
idly in the course of implosion, and, finally, when it drop
below 1, the fuel begins to lose entropy at an ever increas
rate. Note also that, in contrast to theG f f parameter, the
Péclet number scales in direct proportion with the initial fu
rR. The latter means that, trying to keep both theG f f and the
Pe values as large as possible, we will find~for a givenT0)
an optimum for the parameter (rR)0 .

The above arguments are illustrated in Fig. 4~see also
Fig. 8! with three series of 1-D simulations of nonmagn
tized implosions. In these simulations, the target dimensi
~corresponding tor foc50.8 mm), the ion pulse characteristic
~e5100 kJ/g,tp5100 ns), and the initial deuterium temper
ture T0520 eV were kept fixed, while the initial deuterium
density r0 was varied between 331025 and 1023 g/cm3.
One clearly sees that, when both the bremsstrahlung and
conduction cooling are accounted for~black diamonds!, the
peak temperature does not rise above 180 eV, and the
monuclear neutron yields remain relatively low. The op
mum ~for achieving a maximum peak temperature! value of
the (rR)0 parameter corresponds tor0'1024 g/cm3. Once,
however, the heat conduction~both electronic and ionic! is
fully suppressed~Pe5`; black dots in Fig. 4!, the results for
low enough initial densities,r0&1024 g/cm3, become virtu-
ally indistinguishable from the pure adiabatic case@a thick
gray line in Fig. 4~a!# and the peak deuterium temperatu
rises well above 1 keV. This gives us a hope that, by s
pressing the radial heat conduction with a strong magn
field, we can possibly reach keV temperatures and signific
neutron yields in implosion experiments with a speci
driver power deposition as low asė.1 TW/g. In the next
section we analyze conditions required for such a regime
magnetically insulated implosions.
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IV. MAGNETIZED IMPLOSIONS

A. Self-sustained regime of magnetized implosion

Assume now that a transverse~with respect to the radia
direction! magnetic fieldB is introduced into a cylindrical
fuel plasma volume with parametersr, T, R. In principle, this
could be either az field or a f field, or a combination of
both. In this paper we consider only the case of az field
because the latter has an advantage of attaining its maxim
on the cylinder axis~whereas thef field must vanish
there!—exactly where the temperature peaks and where
effects of magnetic insulation are mostly needed. Also, thz
field is compressed more effectively (B}Cr

2) than thef field
(B}Cr) in cylindrical implosions of ideally conducting
plasma columns.

The impact of a macroscopic magnetic field on the el
tron transport coefficients is characterized by the magnet
tion parameter,

xe5vete53.1831027Ā
B

r

TkeV
3/2

Lei
, ~8!

FIG. 4. Implosion results forr foc50.8 mm, tp5100 ns, T0520 eV, and
four different values ofr0 . Diamonds, dots and a thick gray line represe
nonmagnetized (B050) implosions under different assumptions about t
cooling losses from the deuterium plasma. Magnetized implosions withB0

533105 G are shown with triangles.~a! Peak values of the plasma tem
perature averaged over the central 10% of the deuterium mass. For
implosion the corresponding value of the radial convergence ratioCr is
indicated. ~b! Total numbers of 2.5 MeV DD neutrons generated in t
corresponding implosions.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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whereve5eB/mec is the electron cyclotron frequency,te is
the electron–ion collision time,12 and Lei is the Coulomb
logarithm; in all practical formulas, the field strengthB is in
Gauss. When we substitute the Braginskii formula12 for the
transverse electron heat conduction coefficientk5ke' into
Eq. ~6!, we obtain the following expression for the Pe´clet
number:

Pe53.1531025UR
rLei

ĀTkeV
5/2

3.77114.79xe
21xe

4

11.9214.664xe
2 . ~9!

In the case of strong magnetization, whenxe@1, the electron
heat conduction is suppressed by a factor'xe

2, and the Pe´-
clet number is increased correspondingly.

It should be noted here that in strongly magnetized p
mas withxe@1 the ion heat conduction becomes also imp
tant, and, strictly speaking, we should use the sumk5ke'

1k i' in Eqs. ~6! and ~9!. We ignore the ion conductivity
when analyzing the qualitative aspects, scalings, and opt
initial conditions for magnetized implosions in this and t
next sections, but it is fully accounted for in numerical sim
lations discussed in Sec. IV C.

In the ideal case we want to have a radial implosion w
a fully frozen-in magnetic field, when the magnetic flux
each plasma element is conserved. The ability to preserve
magnetic flux is characterized by the magnetic Reyno
number,

Rm[
tbdif

tbh
5

2p

c2 s'UR, ~10!

wheretbdif is the time scale for radial diffusion of the mag
netic field,tbh is the time scale for ideal hydrodynamic com
pression of this field~for more details see the Appendix!, s'

is the transverse plasma conductivity, andc is the speed of
light. Evidently, we need Rm@1 for effective compression
of the frozen-in magnetic field.

In general, we have to distinguish between two differe
magnetic Reynolds numbers for the target configurat
shown in Fig. 1: one for the pusher, Rmp , and the other for
the deuterium gas, Rmf . A separate value of Rmp is needed
for the cold metallic pusher because its initial conductivity
typically one to three orders of magnitude higher than tha
the fuel plasma preheated toT0.10– 30 eV. In the course o
implosion, however, the value of Rmp decreases~because the
conductivity sp' of a metallic pusher decreases as it he
up, and because the radiusR becomes smaller!, while the
value of Rmf typically increases~because the fuel conduc
tivity, s f'}T3/2, grows with temperature!. Hence, even
when the magnetic field is initially confined by a highly co
ducting cold pusher (Rmp@1), one still has to ensure Rmf
@1 at later stages of implosion if thermonuclear plasma
rameters are to be reached. To simplify the qualitative
scaling analysis, we consider in the first place the Rm nu
ber of the fuel,

Rm5Rmf5
2p

c2 s f'UR50.019UR
TkeV

3/2

Lei
, ~11!

but remember that a high initial value of Rmp allows us to
reduce the initial threshold for Rmf to .0.3–1. In Eq.~11!,
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s f'5e2nete /me is the transverse conductivity of a strong
magnetized hydrogen plasma~for B50 this conductivity be-
comes a factor 1.96 higher!.12

Thus, the quality of magnetic insulation of the implodin
fuel is controlled by the values of three dimensionless
rametersxe , Pe, and Rm: once the valuesxe@1, Pe@1,
Rm@1 are established, the fuel plasma is compressed q
siadiabatically~provided that the radiation cooling is unim
portant! with a frozen-in magnetic field. In this case, und
the assumption of uniform radial profiles, the above th
parameters scale as

xe}Cr
2, Pe}UCr

5/3, Rm}UCr , ~12!

with the radial convergence ratioCr , and all three only con-
tinue to grow in the course of implosion with a given impl
sion velocityU. As a result, we obtain a self-sustained r
gime of magnetized implosion, whose quality in confinin
the entropy and magnetic flux only improves as the fl
converges toward the axis. One can verify that the SS
regime is parametrically unstable in the sense that, once
values of either Pe or Rm fall below unity, the implodin
fuel begins to loose entropy and magnetic flux at an e
increasing rate, and the implosion deviates only further aw
from the magnetically insulated regime.

B. Initial conditions for the SSMI regime

Here we examine plasma parameters required for init
ing the self-sustained regime of magnetized implosion. F
of all note that the SSMI regime should not start necessa
with xe.1. If we have initiallyxe!1 combined with Pe@1
and Rm@1, the implosion still proceeds in the quasiadiaba
mode with a frozen-in magnetic field until the decreasi
Péclet number, Pe}UCr

27/3, drops below unity. If, however
the magnetization parameter—which grows
xe}Cr

2—becomes larger than unity before this happens, s
an implosion enters the SSMI regime as well. One read
verifies that both situations~with xe,1 andxe.1) can be
accounted for by setting a lower limit on the initial value
the product,

xe Pe151.18310211
URB

TkeV
, ~13!

where Pe1 is the value of the Pe´clet number in Eq.~9! at
xe51. Note that the productxe Pe1 scales only weakly,
xe Pe1}UCr

21/3, with the convergence ratioCr in quasiadia-
batic implosions.

Finally, we conclude that a plasma column with initi
parametersr0 , T0 , R0 , andB0 can enter the SSMI regime
with an implosion velocityU only when the conditions

xe Pe151.18310211
UR0B0

T0,keV
>Pe0 , ~14!

Rm50.019
UR0T0,keV

3/2

Lei
>Rm0 , ~15!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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are satisfied; herePe0 andRm0 are certain numbers on th
order of, or greater than 1. Inequalities~14! and ~15! imply
that, for a given initial magnetic fieldB0 , there is an opti-
mum value of the initial fuel temperature,

T0,opt520 eVS B0

105 GD 2/5S Rm0Lei

Pe0
D 2/5

, ~16!

and an ‘‘absolute’’~independent ofT0 , r0 , R0) lower bound
on the productUR0 ,

UR0>1.83104
cm2

s
S105 G

B0
D 3/5

Pe0
3/5~Rm0Lei!

2/5, ~17!

required for the regime of self-sustained magnetized imp
sion. Note that the initial plasma densityr0 does not enter
Eqs.~14!–~17!. This means that, once the fuel is preheated
the optimum temperature~16! and the condition~17! is ful-
filled, the value ofr0 can be used to bring under control th
bremsstrahlung energy losses.

The above arguments can be easily repeated for a
interesting case of low-temperature magnetized implosio
characterized by a negligible role of the fuel plasma cond
tivity s f' compared to the pusher conductivitysp' . In this
case one also obtains an ‘‘absolute’’ lower limit on the pro
uct UR0 from the condition Rm5Rmp>Rm0 but no con-
straint from below on the initial fuel temperatureT0 .

C. 1-D MHD simulations of magnetized cylindrical
implosions

In order to reach the SSMI regime in implosions driv
by ion beams, one has in the first place to satisfy the crite
~17!. For a fixed specific energy deposition ofe5100 kJ/g
we have more or less fixed implosion velocityU
'106 cm/s, provided that the ion pulse durationtp does not
exceed the implosion timet im5R0 /U. Then, for Pe0'3,
Rm0'1, Lei'7, Eq. ~17! implies a lower limit of

R0*0.8 mmS105 G

B0
D 3/5

, ~18!

on the initial fuel cavity radius and, consequently, on t
focal spot radius of the ion beam. In other words, a criti
parameter for achieving the SSMI regime is not the inten
of the ion irradiation but rather an extensive quantity asso
ated with the mere energy scale of the experiment. M
precisely, for a family of similar target configurations wi
proportions of the case~c! in Sec. II, the lower limit~17! on
the productUR0}e1/2r foc translates into the following con
straint on the ion beam parameters:

Ni

r UdEi

dzU>0.34
kJ

g/cm2 S105 G

B0
D 6/5

Pe0
6/5~Rm0Lei!

4/5. ~19!

This criterion, applied withPe053, Rm051, Lei57, tells
us that the effects of magnetic insulation could marginally
demonstrated with the future TWAC beam~e'100 kJ/g,
r foc'0.8–1 mm,R0'0.4– 0.6 mm) if the initial fieldB0'3
3105 G were provided. By contrast, in the 20 kJ option
the future HAR GSI beam, which should generate practica
the same energy deposition ofe'100 kJ/g, but within a fac-
tor 2–2.5 smaller spot size, the total number of ions is
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small to observe the advantages of magnetized implos
with feasible values of the initial field strengthB0 . This
conclusion is also confirmed by the detailed 1-D MHD sim
lations.

For the MHD simulations, the target configuration w
set exactly as it is described in Sec. II. The implosion
driven by uniform heating of the gold liner in the annul
regionr foc0,r ,r foc with a fixed total specific energy depo
sition of e5100 kJ/g. The focal radiusr foc , the ion pulse
durationtp , the initial deuterium gas parametersr0 , T0 , and
the strengthB0 of the initially uniform axial magnetic field
are treated as free parameters. Simulations have been
formed with the upgraded version of the 1-D thre
temperature Lagrangian hydrodynamics codeDEIRA.13 In its
MHD version, theDEIRA code solves a 1-D system of single
fluid dissipative magnetohydrodynamics equations dedu
from the Braginskii two-fluid equations12 for the particular
case of cylindrical~or planar! geometry with a purely axia
magnetic field; the terms with the electron viscosity are om
ted. The effects of the magnetic field on all the transp
coefficients—including the electron and ion heat conduct
ties, electrical conductivity, ion viscosity, and alpha partic
diffusion—are properly accounted for by using the formu
from Refs. 12 and 14.

Three series of MHD simulations have been perform
for three different values of the focal radiusr foc , namely
r foc50.4 mm ~with tp550 ns), r foc50.8 mm ~with tp

5100 ns), andr foc54 mm ~with tp5100 ns). The results for
the first case ofr foc50.4 mm are not shown here becau
they are essentially negative: withB0<53105 G the effects
of target magnetization manifest themselves neither in
peak fuel temperature nor in the total neutron yield~note that
for r foc50.4 mm we haveR050.22 mm). The physical rea
son, expressed by conditions~18! and~19!, is simply that the
target size in this case is too small~for the given value ofe!,
and one cannot find a region in the parameter space
both Pe@1 and Rm.1. As a result, either the heat or th
magnetic field dissipate from the fuel volume faster than
latter collapses onto the axis.

The results obtained forr foc50.8 mm are shown in Figs
4–7. This case corresponds roughly to the parameters o
TWAC beam1 and, according to Eqs.~18! and~19!, is close
to the threshold for the SSMI regime atB0>33105 G. Fig-
ure 4~a! demonstrates indeed that the peak plasma temp
tures~the electron and ion temperatures are practically eq
in all the cases considered! reached in magnetized implo
sions ~triangles! exceed noticeably~by about a factor 1.7!
those obtained without a magnetic field~diamonds!, although
they still remain well below the 1–3 keV range reached
simulations with the zero heat conduction~circles!. Note
that, in order to smooth out possible spurious numerical
fects, Fig. 4~a! displays temperature values averaged over
inner 10% of the fuel mass, which typically contained eig
mesh zones. The initial deuterium temperature in all the
merical runs was fixed atT0520 eV, which is close to the
optimum value given by Eq.~16!.

Figures 5, 6, and 7 display the dynamics of one imp
sion, namely the one starting atr051024 g/cm3, from the
series plotted in Fig. 4. General hydrodynamical featu
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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shown in Figs. 5 and 6 are typical of all the implosio
discussed in this paper. The inner boundary of the c
pusher, initially atr 5R0 , accelerates at an approximate
constant rate to a maximum implosion velocity ofU'1.1
3106 cm/s. The cold pusher behaves itself almost as inco

FIG. 5. Radius–time diagram of the magnetized implosion starting ar0

51024 g/cm3 from the series shown in Fig. 4. Plotted are the trajectories
the four Lagrangian elements initially atr 5R0 , r foc0 , r foc, andRl0 as shown
in Fig. 1. The beam heated region is the unshaded band between th
horizontal dashed lines. The lower shaded area corresponds to the
pusher. The insert is a blowup of the pusher–fuel interface trajectory
the time of stagnation. The pointTmax5295 eV,Cr548 given in Fig. 4~a! is
achieved att581.0 ns.

FIG. 6. Density~a! and pressure~b! profiles at three characteristic times i
the same implosion as in Fig. 5.
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pressible fluid: most of the time its temperature and den
are stabilized at a level ofT'2000 K, r'20 g/cm3; its in-
flight aspect ratio~IFAR! steadily decreases in the course
implosion~note that a constant IFAR would correspond to
constant vertical size of the pusher area in Fig. 5 along
logarithmic scale for the radius!. The deuterium temperatur
peaks att581.0 ns when its radius converges by a factor
Cr548. The pressure and density profiles in Fig. 6 are giv
for the timet581 ns of the temperature peak, fort580 ns at
half the radial convergence of the temperature peak, and
t550 ns when the pusher is accelerated to about one-ha
peak implosion velocity.

Evolution of the main parameters that characterize
fuel magnetization is shown in Fig. 7. Here physical quan
ties are plotted versus current valueCr5Cr(t)5R0 /R(t) of
the radial convergence ratio. It is clearly seen that up to
moment ofCr525– 30 the plasma parameters evolve qua
tatively, as predicted for the SSMI regime. A somewh
weaker scaling ofxe , Pe, and Rmf with Cr than predicted by
Eq. ~12! is due to the increasing nonuniformity of the radi
temperature and density distributions~see Fig. 10 below!.
Once, however, both the Rmp and Rmf magnetic Reynolds
numbers drop below unity atCr'30, the fuel volume begins

f

wo
old
ar

FIG. 7. ~a! Evolution of the principal dimensionless parameters in the sa
implosion as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The valueCr548, corresponding to
the temperature peak in Fig. 4~a!, is marked as a stagnation point.~b! Evo-
lution of the central values of the magnetic field strengthB and the electron
temperatureTe in the same magnetized implosion~solid curves! compared
with the fully frozen in,B5B0(r/r0), and the adiabatic,T5T0(r/r0)2/3,
laws ~dashed curves!. The dashed–dotted curve shows the central temp
ture in the corresponding nonmagnetized (B050) implosion with the same
value ofr0 and full ~bremsstrahlung1heat conduction! energy losses.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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to lose rapidly the magnetic flux and the entropy, which
reflected in turning down of thexe and Pe curves. Figure
7~b! shows also that both the magnetic field and the elec
temperature on the target axis follow closely the ideal m
netized laws as long as Rmp.1 and Rmf.1, i.e., up toCr

'30.
Two different magnetic Reynolds numbers plotted

Fig. 7~a! illustrate different roles of the pusher and fuel co
ductivities in confining the magnetic field: for Rmp we use
the maximum conductivity valuesp' in the cold pusher
layer, and Rmf is calculated by using the deuterium plasm
conductivitys f' at r 50. One clearly sees that the domina
role in compressing the magnetic field and supporting
SSMI regime belongs to a relatively high conductivity of t
pusher. We are inevitably led to this regime when we wan
obtain a magnetized implosion with a relatively low impl
sion velocity U and the smallest possible radial sizeR0 .
Under such conditions, the imploding pusher is typically in
state of a liquid metal whose conductivitysp' is inversely
proportional to the temperature. Hence, it is important
keep the entropy of the imploding pusher as low as possi

The enhancement of the total 2.5 MeV neutron yield d
to the target magnetization@triangles versus diamonds in Fig
4~b!# is below factor 10 and appears as rather modest. Th
partly because most of the neutrons in the nonmagnet
case are generated at rather high values of the converg
ratio Cr*100, which are not reached in the magnetized c
and may be unattainable in real experiments. The real
situation for the neutron diagnostics may, in fact, be m
favorable than it is implied by Fig. 4~b!. This is suggested by
the following result: if we evaluate the total numbers of ne
trons generated in the magnetized and nonmagnetized c
up to a fixed value ofCr530, the difference between the tw
cases turns out to be almost a factor 1000.

To illustrate the properties of magnetized implosions
the case when condition~17! is fulfilled with a significant
margin, we have simulated also a larger target w
r foc54.0 mm. The results obtained forT0520 eV, B0

5105 G are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, which are analogous
Figs. 4 and 7. Now the peak temperature in magnetized
plosions exceeds by a factor 4–5 the nonmagnetized va
@see Fig. 8~a!#, and temperature values above 1 keV a
reached forr0&331025 g/cm3. The main plasma param
eters, plotted in Fig. 9 for the case ofr05331025 g/cm3,
evolve, as expected in the SSMI regime. The behavior of
Rmp and Rmf curves in Fig. 9~a! tells us that initially, at
Cr&10, the magnetic field is confined by the conductivity
the metallic pusher, whereas at a later stage, beyondCr

*20, the conductivity of the hydrogen plasma becomes m
important.

The increase in the neutron production due to the ta
magnetization, shown in Fig. 8~b!, is much less dramatic
than one would expect from the temperature increase
played in Fig. 8~a!. The cause is that, by the time of stagn
tion, the hot magnetized fuel core comprises only about 1
of the total fuel mass. Figure 10 shows that most of the f
mass—which is initially uniformly preheated t
T0520 eV—has been snowplowed into a thin dense bou
ary layer between the cold pusher and the hot central s
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This strong departure from the uniform compression expla
also why thexe , Pe, and Rmf parameters in Fig. 9~a! scale
weaker withCr than predicted by Eq.~12!.

As a remark on the dynamic role of the magnetic pr
sure, we note that in our case thejÃB force manifests itself
as a gradient of the magnetic pressurePm5B2/8p. For im-
plosions considered here, the magnetic pressurePm is al-
ready initially at least comparable to the plasma pressurePg

in the fuel region. They both, however, have little effect
the implosion dynamics until the stagnation phase is
proached. At stagnation, the magnetic pressure—wh
scales asPm}r2 compared toPg}r5/3 for the plasma
pressure—typically strongly dominates in the hot mag
tized core, whilePg prevails at the cold fuel periphery~see
Fig. 10!. In other words, the pusher implosion is final
halted by the magnetic pressure in the hot fuel core. T
should be a typical situation for implosions optimized f
maximum magnetization effects because for smaller ini
fields B0 the magnetic insulation effects become weak
while for still larger B0 the magnetic pressure becomes t
high and halts the implosion too early before high enou
values ofCr are reached. For the case presented in Fig
and 10, the initial fieldB05105 G corresponds just to suc
an optimum between the two extreme cases.

D. On the role of hydrodynamic instabilities

An important issue for the implosions considered here
the hydrodynamic stability of the cold pusher layer. T

FIG. 8. The same as Fig. 4 but forr foc54.0 mm,B05105 G.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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outer pusher boundary~initially at r 5r foc0) becomes
Rayleigh–Taylor unstable during the acceleration sta
which is seen from the pressure and density profiles fot
550 ns in Fig. 6. It is a known fact that when a heavy sh
of incompressible fluid is accelerated by a light gas@high-
density contrast, the Atwood number At5(r12r2)/(r1

1r2)'1], it travels some seven to ten of its own thic

FIG. 9. The same as Fig. 7 but forr foc54.0 mm, B05105 G, r053
31025 g/cm3.

FIG. 10. Radial temperature, density, and magnetic field profiles in
deuterium region at the time of stagnation in the implosion shown in Fig
The hot magnetized core atr ,0.026 mm contains about 10% of the tot
deuterium mass.
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nesses before being ruptured by the instability.15 In our case
the growth of this instability is mitigated~i! by the zero
initial value of the Atwood number~no initial density con-
trast!, and ~ii ! by the finite density gradient that develop
between the heated absorber layer and the cold pusher. S
the pusher IFAR only decreases with time, we can exp
that a pusher with an initial aspect ratio around 10 sho
survive the Rayleigh–Taylor instability of the accelerati
stage. A detailed investigation of this issue remains, ho
ever, for future work.

The inner pusher boundary~initially at r 5R0) becomes
unstable during the deceleration stage near the stagna
time ~see the density and pressure profiles fort580 and 81
ns in Fig. 6!. Here the so-called freefall line of the pushe
fuel interface~see the insert in Fig. 5! gives an indication of
how deep the ‘‘fingers’’ of the heavy pusher material c
penetrate into the fuel. In Fig. 5 it is seen that, by the tim
the temperature peaks att581.0 ns, the deviation of the free
fall line from the 1-D pusher boundary trajectory does n
exceed 20%. From this we conclude that the 1-D peak f
parameters calculated in this paper should not be stron
affected by the pusher–fuel mixing at the deceleration sta
More restrictive constraints can be expected from the n
uniformities of the beam irradiation and fabrication erro
Note also that the pusher–fuel mixing may be much more
an issue in ignition MTF targets because, as it is shown
Fig. 10, most of the fuel mass may be finally scooped int
thin cold layer near the pusher boundary.

V. CONCLUSION

Ion beams planned to be available in the near future
GSI ~Darmstadt! and ITEP~Moscow! will be capable of de-
livering up to.100 kJ/g of energy deposition on target on
time scale of 50–100 ns. The beam irradiation geometr
well suited for conducting cylindrical implosion exper
ments. In the implosion scheme with a cold heavy push
the initial pressure created by the beam heating can be
hanced by more than a factor of 10 due to radial converge
of the hydrodynamic flow. As a result, pressure values
excess of 100 Mbar can be reached in the compressed t
core along the cylinder axis. This should open interest
new possibilities for investigating properties of matter
high energy densities.

A new dimension to these types of experiments could
added by the introduction of a magnetic field. The magne
field suppresses heat conduction losses in the radial direc
and allows us to enhance considerably the peak tempera
values that can be reached in deuterium~or deuterium–
tritium! plasma columns compressed by an imploding lin
Parametric analysis of magnetized implosions shows that
advantages of magnetothermal insulation can be fully
ploited only when a regime of self-sustained magnetized
plosion is reached. It is demonstrated how simultaneous c
straints on the magnetic Reynolds and the Pe´clet numbers
lead to a lower limit~17! on the productUR of the implosion
velocity U by the plasma radiusR as the principal condition
for reaching the SSMI regime. Derived for a cylinder, th
condition applies—apart from different numeric

e
.
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factors—to spherical and planar implosions as well. A n
table feature of the SSMI regime is that the quality of t
magnetothermal insulation only improves in the course
implosion once the regime sets in, and deteriorates ot
wise.

If magnetized cylindrical implosions are driven by fa
ion beams, the threshold for the SSMI regime is determi
by the total driver energy investment per unit areal density
the cylinder,r21udEb /dzu. The 1-D MHD simulations dem-
onstrate that the advantages of magnetized implosions
already be observed at specific energy and power depos
levels as low ase.100 kJ/g andė.1 TW/g, provided that
the total number of ions in the beamNi is sufficiently large.
The marginal case corresponds roughly to the TWAC be
parameters.1 For still largerNi values, keV temperatures an
significant neutron yields can be achieved in magnetized
plosions of preheated deuterium plasma cylinders.

The results presented in this paper have been obtaine
the framework of a 1-D model, with the main goal to eluc
date general properties of magnetized implosions and
point out a possible direction for future experiments w
intense ion beams. In reality, drive asymmetries, target
perfections and instabilities near the stagnation state will
tort to a certain extent our 1-D results and lead to additio
restrictions on peak plasma parameters. The analysis of t
aspects, however, should refer to a more accurately spec
experimental conditions and remains for the future work.
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APPENDIX: DEFINITIONS OF THE RELEVANT TIME
SCALES

To define the necessary time scales with specific va
of the numerical coefficients, we make use of the followi
simple model for an imploding cylindrical plasma colum
For the heating and cooling processes, we assume the
plest physically relevant temperature and velocity profile

T~ t,r !5Tc~ t !@12~r /R!2#, ~A1!

u~ t,r !52rU /R, ~A2!

whereR(t) andU(t)52dR/dt are functions oft only. By
substituting these profiles into the hydrodynamic ene
equation,

]e

]t
1u

]e

]r
1

P

rr

]

]r
~ru !52

Qf f

r
1

1

rr

]

]r S rk
]T

]r D , ~A3!

settingr 50 and using the ideal-gas equation of state for
hydrogen isotope plasma,

e53neT/r, P52neT, ~A4!
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we obtain the following equation for the temporal evolutio
of the central temperatureTc(t):

dTc

dt
5

4

3
Tc

U

R
2

Qf f~ne ,Tc!

3ne
2

4

3

kTc

neR
2 . ~A5!

Here

Qf f~ne ,T!55.36310224ne
2TkeV

1/2 ~erg cm23 s21) ~A6!

is the bremsstralung cooling rate per unit volume. The th
terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~A5! represent, respec
tively, the rates of the adiabatic heating, bremsstrahlu
cooling, and heat conduction cooling in the central region
an imploding cylindrical volume. Each of these terms im
plies a corresponding time scale:

th5
3

4

R

U
, t f f5

3neT

Qf f
, tcc5

3

4

neR
2

k
. ~A7!

The ratio between thus defined time scalest f f and th yields
parameterG f f in Eq. ~5!, and the ratio betweentcc and th

leads to the definition~6! of the Péclet number Pe.
In the framework of the 1-D magnetohydrodynamics

cylindrical geometry with only an axial field componentB,
the evolution ofB5B(t,r ) is governed by a single diffusion
equation:

]B

]t
1

1

r

]

]r
~ruB!5

c2

4p

1

r

]

]r S r

s'

]B

]r D . ~A8!

By substituting the field profile,

B~ t,r !5Bc~ t !@12~r /R!2#, ~A9!

together with the velocity profile~A2! into Eq. ~A8! and
settingr 50, we obtain the following equation for the tem
poral evolution of the central field valueBc(t):

dBc

dt
52Bc

U

R
2

c2

p

Bc

s'R2 . ~A10!

From this equation we calculate the values

tbh5
1

2

R

U
, tbdif5

p

c2 s'R2, ~A11!

of the hydrodynamic,tbh , and the diffusive,tbdif , time
scales of the magnetic field evolution. The ratio betweentbdif

and tbh yields the definition~10! of the magnetic Reynolds
number Rm.
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